Features of Hayden Include Microfilm, Movie Rooms

"We believe that the library system at Technology is better designed than it is in any other country," stated Dr. Vernon Allen, director of the libraries. The seriousness of this statement can be realized when it is pointed out that the new Charles Hayden Memorial Library ranks as the fifth largest library in the nation among the nation's effective libraries.

The main reason we believe that quality and not quantity of reading material is what determines the effectiveness of a library system is that the common phrase used to describe it is "library girth." In Hayden's case, the phrase would be "library girth minus 15."

The Charles Hayden Memorial Library may go unnoticed by the average person because the building is a poorly designed motif. The most highly desirable effort which brings modern architecture to the campus is the entrance of the new Memorial Library. The entrance doors are only four inches wide, and include an air conditioning system, all-electric heating, and a constantly heating and filtering system. The common shop phrase used to describe it is "library girth minus 15."

The open patio which lies in the main section of the building represents a four-story "skip-stop" scheme of corridor plan. Instead of the continuous walkway from the first floor to the top floor, there is a five-dollar a month, respectively.

Hayden Memorial Library ranks second in the country as to the seriousness of organization. Recommendations in these cases involve the disciplining powers -- it can only recommend an action to the University Committee or to the Faculty Committee on Provisional Students and Disciplinary cases.

The building represents a four-story "skip-stop" scheme of corridor plan. Instead of the continuous walkway from the first floor to the top floor, there is a five-dollar a month, respectively.

The two and three-bedroom apartments are ready for occupancy in the second story building on Memorial Drive at forty dollars a month, respectively. The two-bedroom apartments are ready for occupancy in the second story building on Memorial Drive at forty dollars a month, respectively.

The open patios which lies in the main section of the building represents a four-story "skip-stop" scheme of corridor plan. Instead of the continuous walkway from the first floor to the top floor, there is a five-dollar a month, respectively.
This text is a page from a newspaper article, but the content is not clear due to formatting issues. The text appears to be discussing various topics such as the Freshman Orientation Program, Debate Tournaments, and the Freshman Debate Society. There are also mentions of special events like a String Quartet recital and a debate tournament. The text is not legible due to the quality of the image.
Cagers Bow To Northeastern
49-47 As Final Rally Fails;
Freshtmen Overcome 85-50

Bob Edgar and Garthie Cromeo throws at the start of the fifty yard freestyle event against the University of Connecticut last week. The swimmers engaged Boston University across the river last night, but the Blue was going to press before the outcome of that meet is available. Next Wednesday the swimmers will engage the University of Massachusetts at Alumni Pool and will then hold their regular women's schedule against Washington Polytechnic Institute on the following Saturday at Alumni Pool. Following these fast two meets the swimmers will engage in the New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association meet held on Friday, March 10, and Saturday, March 11, which will be held at Alumni Pool this year. Finally, the Tech swimmers will engage in the Eastern Intercollegiates at Annapolis.

The Beaver Fresh Lose Final
Tilt To Superior N.U. Five

Tech's hapless freshman quintet found themselves swamped under a deluge of Huskies baskets in the preliminary to last Wednesday night's game with Northeastern in Huntington Avenue Y.M.C.A. The score was 85-50. The Beaver Kibas, playing their last game of a season marked by conspicuous lack of success, never had a chance with a hard-running, smooth-passing Northeastern five that controlled both boards throughout the game, and made an (Continued on Page 4)
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Looking at the above-named...
Bridge Players Compete in Intercollegiate Tourney

A round of the National Intercollegiate Bridge tournament was held in the main room of the new dorms last evening. Participating in the event were the following pairs: Miss Maks and Dick Morgan, Miss Hidlen and Roger Branch, Dick Leiser and Marty Cataline, and Mel Ekelin and Leo Berkel. Berkel was eliminated soon.

Similar eliminations are being held at various colleges, with the two highest pairs in each session receiving an all-expense trip to Chicago for the finals.

From an economic standpoint, they were the most practical to install and may be replaced later, if necessary.

Other than the main facilities for study, the library building contains four additional rooms which are available to students and faculty. Located in the main library is the unlined microfilm laboratory. Used for instruction, the laboratory has a very practical and other written data to microfilm tape.

Projection Room Seats Forty

Also in the basement is the present exhibition room. With a seating capacity of 40, this room is used primarily for motion picture presentations which supplement classroom instruction. It is also to be used for experimental teaching and as a group listening room for the area.

The feature attraction of the map room, now in the first floor will be the new six-foot revolving world globe. This globe, which is the only one of its kind in the country, was built for the foundation by the British firm.

Construction of the map room is expected to be finished within April

Recording Facilities

Located in the east wing of the first floor will be the music room, designed for individual and group listening. This room contains recording facilities for the use of students and faculty. This will be an excellent study in correcting speech difficulties and perfecting oral delivery.

All Tech Basketball Game Situation to be determined

A touring group will visit a very handsome scheme of arrangements. It is hoped for the band which will be displayed paper.

Over the entire dance floor will be a huge canopy which will rise to the ceiling. Dance music members of the All-American band, from the band group for information.

First local to up to this time have accepted invitations to the Kilkauan, Dean and Mrs. George H. Miller.

Library
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first floor will be designed with a garden-type landscape, comfortable chairs and tables. Plans are being made to provide two main mezzanine with outstanding reading rooms.

Miss Gladys Coonrod notes:

The matter also about concern the initial layout of the dormitories because as such fixture are lacking.
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